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ABSTRACT 
It is a well known theorem of Thomassen that any infinite planar simple graph has a planar re- 
presentation in which all edges are straight line segments that intersect only at common vertices. In 
this paper we put this phenomenon in a probabilistic context. An Rd-representation of a graph is an 
embedding of the vertex set into IWd. We say that a random Rd-representation of a random graph is 
stationary if its distribution is translation-invariant, hat is, the point process given by the vertex 
set and the edge process given by the edge relations have distributions which are invariant under 
translations in IWd. The contribution of this paper is to give an example of a stationary R2- 
representation of a random graph that possesses no stationary OX*-representation in which the edges 
appear as straight lines which intersect only at common vertices. Thus the natural generalization of 
Thomassen’s theorem does not hold. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with stationary random planar graphs. Before we 
introduce randomness, we recall some definitions from classical graph theory. 
A graph G is said to be planar if its vertices are in R2 while the edges are Jordan 
curves such that different edges have at most their endpoints in common. The 
set of vertices of a graph G is denoted by V(G) and the edges by E(G). A graph 
is locallyfinite if V(G) has no limit points and each vertex is adjacent to at most 
finitely many others. A graph is simple if any two vertices are joined by at most 
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one edge. All graphs in this paper are assumed to be planar, locally finite and 
simple. 
Two graphs G and G’ are said to be isomorphic if there exists a one-to-one 
map from V(G) to l’(G’) which preserves the incidence relations between the 
vertices. We write G ‘v G’ in such a case. If G’ is isomorphic to G such that all 
edges of G’ are straight line segments, then we say that G’ is a straight line re- 
presentation of G. It was already shown by Flry [4] that any finite simple planar 
graph (i.e. with only finitely many vertices) has a straight line representation. 
Thomassen [6] proved that this is also true for infinite graphs. In this paper we 
put this phenomenon in a probabilistic context. We will be concerned with in- 
finite stationary random graphs (to be defined), and ask whether or not such a 
graph admits a stationary straight line representation (also to be defined). It 
will be shown that this is not the case in general. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 contains all definitions 
and our main result. Section 3 is devoted to the construction of our counter- 
example, whilst the proof of Theorem 1 is contained in Section 4. 
2. DEFINITIONSANDMAIN RESULT 
Let Iw2 be two-dimensional Euclidean space and let t?2 be the collection of 
Bore1 sets in lR2. Let N be the set of all Radon counting measures on (rW2, B2), 
then N can be identified with the set of all finite and infinite configurations of 
points in Iw2 without limit points, but with possible multiple occurrences. Let 
No be the subset of measures in N without multiple occurrences. Let No be the 
g-algebra in No generated by sets of the form {h E No 1 p(B) = k}, for all k E 
N and bounded Bore1 sets B. For our purposes, a point process is a measurable 
mapping X from a probability space (0, A, P) into (No, No). For any t E lR2, 
let TI : R2 --+ R 2 be defined by T,(x) = x + t, for all x E [w2. A point process is 
said to be stationary if all finite dimensional distributions are invariant under 
all translations T,, t E R2. 
Next we define the notion of a stationary random graph. For v E No, let 
E, = {{x,y} IV(X) = Y(Y) = 1, x # y}. Let A4 be the set of graphs M = 
{G(u, E); v E No, E c E,}, where G(v, E) is the graph whose set of vertices 
consists of all occurrences of the measure v and which has an edge between x 
and y iff {x, y} E E. Let M be the a-algebra in M generated by sets of the form 
{(v,E) E ~4 ( 4&J = kl, 4B2) = k2, 
card({x, y} E E 1 x E Bl, y E B2) = l}, 
for all kl , k2, C E N and bounded Bore1 sets B1, B2. The a-algebra M enables us 
to count vertices and connections in bounded sets. A random graph G is just a 
measurable mapping from a probability space (0, d, P) into (M, M). As be- 
fore, a stationary random graph is a random graph whose finite dimensional 
distributions are invariant under translations. Note that the vertices of a sta- 
tionary random graph form a stationary point process. 
Now let MP c M be the set of all planar graphs, and let A4$ c Mp be the set of 
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all planar graphs whose edges are all straight line segments. If the random 
graph G takes values in MP almost surely we say that G is a random planar 
graph. If G : R -+ A4 is such a random planar graph, then a stationary random 
graph S is said to be a stationary straight line representation (SSLR) of G if 
(i) P(S E M,) = 1, 
(ii) P(S(w) N G(w)) = 1. 
It is shown in Thomassen [6] that there is a constructive procedure to turn a 
planar graph into a straight line representation. Thus, there exists a measurable 
map 4 : itIp --f MS which preserves the graph structure. Hence the composition 
d, o G : 0 -+ MS is a straight line representation of G but not - of course - 
necessarily a stationary one. 
The main result of this paper is the following: 
Theorem 1. There exists a stationary simple planar random graph which does not 
have a stationary straight line representation. 
Before proving Theorem 1, we note that these results live naturally in two 
dimensions. If we have any simple graph with either a countable or finite num- 
ber of vertices, then there is an embedding of this graph in 54 3 with the property 
that all edges may be represented as straight line segments that intersect only at 
common vertices. For example, number the vertices and randomly place the 
n-th vertex in the unit cube with lower left corner located at (n, 0,O) with uni- 
form distribution over this cube. With probability one straight line segments 
between any two pairs of points do not intersect. 
Similarly, if we have a stationary Rd-representation of a random graph for 
d 2 3, then we may place a small ball around each vertex, each small enough 
that no two balls overlap, replace each vertex by a point chosen uniformly 
within this ball. Again with probability one the resulting representation has the 
property that any two straight line segments intersect only at common vertices. 
Any random graph with a stationary [W2-representation also has a stationary 
[Wd-representation for any d 2 3. This follows from the fact that it is possible to 
embed a homeomorphic copy of Iw2 into IWd in a random, stationary way. This 
may be accomplished using the techniques of Burton and Keane [ 11. Composing 
this embedding with the IW2-representation give a stationary IWd-representation. 
Again the vertices of this representation may be perturbed to avoid straight line 
segments intersecting except at common vertices. Altogether this shows 
Theorem 2. Any random graph with a stationary Rd-representation has a sta- 
tionary R”-representation with the edges represented as straight line segments, no 
two intersecting except at common vertices,provided that n isgreater than or equal 
to both 3 and d. 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE COUNTEREXAMPLE 
We start by describing a random stationary structure of nested squares in 
Iw2, which will then be used to define the random graph G. The construction is 
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in the same spirit as the one in Burton and Meester [2] and is, in fact, a verbal 
description of the so-called cutting and stacking procedure in ergodic theory, 
see e.g. Rudolph [5]. 
Let D, be the square [0,2 n+2] x [0, 2nf2], n > 0. We choose a point ‘u E Do 
randomly according to Lebesgue measure, and we tile the plane with squares of 
theform T_,+(4k,41~(D~) =: Ddk'e) , where (k, e) E Z2. Each of these squares will 
be called a level-O square. Now inductively suppose we have tiled the plane with 
level-n squares of dimensions 2n+2 x 2n+2, and that the level-n square which 
contains the origin (which is unique almost surely) is 0,""). We define Dd";:' to 
be one out of the four possible squares (with equal probability) which satisfy 
(i) the dimensions of Of;!' are 2n+3 x 2nf3, 
(ii) D/:? is the union of 4 level-n squares including D,('> 'I.
All squares of the form ~~k2”tl,Y2”+1!(D,(O;:‘) =: Of;{', with (k,e) E Z2 are 
called level-(n + 1) squares and the plane is thus tiled with these level-(n + 1) 
squares. 
We now define the random graph G. The reader will notice that all random- 
ness is contained in the structure of the nested squares above and so given this 
structure, the definition of G will be completely deterministic. We start with the 
vertices of G. Let, for all n 2 0, the points x,, Y, and z, E D, be defined as 
X” = (2-“,2-9, Yn = (2”f2 - 2-“,2?) and z,, = (2-“,2”+2 - 2-“), see fig. 1. 
Now consider a level-n square 0,' in the tiling constructed above, for some 
n E N and z E Z 2. It is a translate of D,, say T,,,(Dn), and we define three points 
x,‘, Y,” and z,’ as T,(x,,), T,(Y,,) and T,(z,) respectively. The collection of all 
points obtained this way are the vertices of G, see fig. 2 for an illustration. Note 
that any bounded set contains only finitely many points almost surely. 
Next we define the edges of G. An edge joining two vertices x and y of G is 
denoted by (x, y). For any n we insert the following edges: 
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Fig. 2. The vertices of the graph G inside a level-2 square. The dashed lines do not represent edges 
but indicate the self-similar structure of the graph. 
(ii) if 0,” c D,$, , we insert (xi, x,$ i), ( y,“, x,Z; i) and (z;, x,Zi i), 
(iii) if the four level-n squares which are contained in Ox+ 1 are denoted by 
0,” as in fig. 3, we insert (z~‘,z~+i), (y,Z’,z,zZ), (z,“,yz), (yz,z:) and 
( yp , y,‘, i), see fig. 4 for an illustration. 
It is intuitively clear and not hard to show that G is stationary. In the next 
section we will show that G does not have a stationary straight line re- 
presentation. 
4. G DOES NOT HAVE A STATIONARY STRAIGHT LINE REPRESENTATION 
In this section we prove Theorem 1. In fact, we prove a much stronger result, 
namely that there doesn’t exist a stationary graph with straight edges only 
which is with positive probability isomorphic to any realization of G. 
We need a number of lemmas which will be stated and proved first. A cycle is 
a finite sequence of all different vertices (xi, . . . , xk) such that xi is joined to xi + 1 
for i = 1, . . . , k - 1 and xk is joined to xi. A cycle C partitions the plane into 
two parts (Jordan Curve Theorem) one of which is finite and will be called the 
interior of C, and will be denoted by int( C). 
Nowlet,forzE~2andnE~,C,Zbethecycle(x,Z,y,”,z,”)inG.IfSisaSSLR 
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Fig. 3. A level-(n + 1) square with four level-n squares in its interior. 
of G, the cycle in S corresponding to Ci is denoted by A,f = (p,‘, q,‘, ri). A cycle 
A,Z will sometimes be referred to as a level-n triangle. 
The first lemma tells us that the nested structure of the cycles is preserved in a 
SSLR of G: 
Lemma 1. Suppose S is a SSLR of G. Then with probability one we have 
(i) A;’ $ int(Ai), for any z’, z E Z2 and k 2 n, 
(ii) A:’ c int(Ai+ ,) ifand only CC,“’ c int(C$+ 1). 
Fig. 4. The edges of the graph G inside a level-l square. This pattern is repeated on all following 
levels. 
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Proof. (i) Suppose that A,Z’ c int(Ai) with positive probability for some k 2 n. 
Since G, and hence S, is a connected graph as., it follows by construction that 
with positive probability all vertices of S are contained in int(Al). But then 
there are infinitely many vertices in a bounded region which is impossible. 
(ii) Suppose that Gil c int(Cf+,). If Ai’ $ int(A,Z+,) then all cycles A:, 
i= l,..., 4 say, such that C: c int(C;+ ,) are not contained in int(Ai+ i). Now 
S contains the cycle A = (qi+,, ri+,, r;l,qi1, r,“,q:, . . . ,q:). There are two 
possibilities: the vertices p,‘, , ,p,'l , . . . ,pi are either all contained in int(A) or 
are all not contained in int(A). In the former case, it is easy to see that for all 
Cl’, k > n + 1, such that Ci+ 1 c int(C;‘), we have A;’ c int(A). By construc- 
tion, this implies that there can be no vertex of S outside A and again we have 
infinitely many vertices in a bounded region, a contradiction. In the latter case, 
either q;+, is in the interior of (pi, 1, r,Z+ 1, r,f’ ) or r,Z+ 1 is contained in the in- 
terior of (pi+ 1, q;+ , , qy) and in either case we reach the same contradiction as 
above. 
For the other direction, suppose Ci’ ~2 int(Ci+,). If A:’ c int(A,Z+,), then 
also the cycle Ai+ 1, say, which contains 0:’ in its interior is contained in 
int(Ai+ i) contradicting (i). 0 
Lemma 2. Let S be a SSLR of G and denote by A, the (random) region 
A,, = {x E [w* 1 x E int(A;) for some k 5 n, z E Z*}. 
Then A := U, A,, = [w2 a.s. 
Proof. If x, y E A, then there exist an integer n E N and a z E Z* such that both 
x and y are contained in int(Ai). Hence, because of the fact that all cycles A; 
are triangles in S, it follows from this that A is an open convex set. Now sup- 
pose that P(R* \ A # 0) > 0. It is a deterministic fact that for any open convex 
set A and any point w$! A there exists a line 1, which separates A from w, see e.g. 
Dudley [3], Chapter 6. Hence with positive probability there exists a half-plane 
H such that H n A = 0. We have no information about the direction of this 
half-plane, so we now consider two perpendicular strips V = [0, l] x [w and 
‘Ft = [w x [0, 11. Let, for k E Z, E{ be the event that [k, k + l] x [0, l] contains a 
vertex of S but [k + 1, m) x [0, l] does not. Hence EL is the event that 
[kk + 11 x P, 11 contains the rightmost vertex of S in ‘FI. Similarly, Eke is the 
event that [k, k + l] x [0, l] contains the leftmost vertex of S in ‘H. Also, FL and 
Fi are defined as the events that [0, l] x [k, k + l] contains the highest resp. 
lowest vertex of S in V. As we concluded above, there is a positive probability 
that there exists a half-plane which contains no vertices of S. Hence, at least 
one of the events just defined must have positive probability to occur for some 
ko, say E&. But by stationarity, P(E,') is independent of k. Because all events E{ 
are mutually disjoint for different k, we have 
= n’. f’(K) = co, 
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which is the desired contradiction. 0 
Lemma 3. Suppose S is a SSLR of G. For any triangle T, let h( T ) be the minimum 
distance between a vertex of Tand the opposite side. Define 
g(n) = 
h(A!‘>‘)), if Aiol’) exists, 
0 
, otherwise. 
Then lim, + o. g(n) = 00 as. 
Proof. It follows from the construction of the random graph G that with 
probability one, every point x E [w2 is contained in int(Ci”‘)) for n large 
enough (depending on x). From Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 it then follows that also 
with probability one, every point in R2 is contained in int(Ai’*‘)) for n suffl- 
ciently large. From this it is easily seen that g(n) tends to infinity. Cl 
The strategy we will follow from now on is the following. We suppose that S 
is a SSLR of G. We first show that for n sufficiently large, the fraction of the 
plane which is contained in the interior of a cycle Ai whose diameter is not too 
large, is very high (Lemma 4). Then we show that this is incompatible with the 
special form - triangles - these cycles must have in a straight-line representa- 
tion (Lemma 5). It is at this point only that we use the fact that all edges are 
straight line segments. 
Let E,, be the event that (0,O) E A,, n > 0. It follows from Lemma 2 that 
lim, + o. P(E,) = 1, and hence we can find an no such that P(EnO) > 0.999, 
say. We fix such an no. Furthermore, E,” is defined as the event E,, n 
{diam(A(‘>‘)) 5 L} h w ere diam( C) is the maximal distance between two ver- 
tices of th”e cycle C. ‘By taking L large enough, we achieve that 
P(E,L) > 0.99. 
Now define, for all n > no, the random variable X, as follows: 
X((J, int(Ai,) 1 int(A,Zo) c int(A,(0)‘)), diam(A,“) 5 L) 
x, = X(int(A,(o)‘))) 
, on En, 
0, otherwise, 
where X denotes Lebesgue measure. In words, X, is the fraction of the area in 
the interior of A(‘>‘) which is covered by level-no triangles with a diameter at ” 
most L. 
It is a consequence of stationarity that 
because given the fact that the origin is contained in a certain triangle, its 
position relative to the triangle is uniformly distributed over this triangle. It 
follows that 
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= P(E;) > 0.99, 
for all n > no. From this we write 
EX,, = s xldP+ J X,dP 
{X” 5 0.9) {X” > 0.9) 
< 0.9P(X, < 0.9) + P(X, > 0.9) 
= 0.9 + 0.1 P(X, > 0.9). 
Hence we have shown the following lemma: 
Lemma 4. For n > no, it is thefact that 
P(X, > 0.9) 2 0.9. 
The following lemma is the desired contradiction in view of Lemma 3 and 
Lemma 4. 
Lemma 5. For m > no we have 
{g(m) 2 3L) n {X, > 0.9) = 0. 
Proof. The idea of the proof is to map level-no triangles contained in A$)‘) to 
big ones. The fact that X, > 0.9 will imply that the average increase in height is 
small, which will be impossible if g(m) > 3 L. 
Consider all level-(m - 1) triangles which are contained in int(Af”)), and 
denote these triangles by AZ_ 1, i = 1, . . . ,4. We are first going to map AZ_, , 
i= l,... ,4 to bigger triangles in a special way which we describe for i = 1. Let 
e be the line through q,!“’ and ri”“. For any set B c A$‘), we define the 
maximal vertical distance w(B) to be 
u(B) = supd(x, e), 
XEB 
where d denotes Euclidean distance. The triangle AZ_, has three vertices 
which are all connected to p$> ‘) by straight lines. Of these three lines radiating 
from p$“) leading to the vertices of AZ_, , the middle one leads to p,f,'_ , as is 
easily seen by an argument similar to the one in the proof of Lemma 1. Let 1, 
and & be the lines through pf”) and I:_, respectively p$“) and q:_ 1. The in- 
tersection of C, and e is called r’, and the intersection of! and -!?q is denoted by 
4’. 
Now consider the affine transformation fi which leaves pt”) invariant and 
for which fi (rz_ ,) = r’ and fi (qz_ 1) = q’. The Jacobian Jfl of f, satisfies 
Jfl 2 1 and hence areas increase under f,. Furthermore, note that 
(1) 4fi (B)) I Q)> 
for all sets B c AZ_, . Next, we define a second affine transformation fi which 
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leaves q’ and r’ invariant and for which A ofi(pz_ i) =p$“). Again, Jf2 > 1 
but now we have that 
(2) G(B)) = Jh . v(B), 
for all B c fi (A:_, ). This is due to the fact that for any line C’ parallel to e, also 
b(P) is parallel to ! and d@(P), f?) = Jfz . d(C’, !). 
Now let f = f2 of, . Then of course Jf > 1, and it follows from (1) and (2) 
that w(f (B)) < Jf . w(B), for all B c AZ_ 1. 
We perform a similar procedure for the other level-(m - 1) triangles in 
int(A, . (‘,‘)) Note that after doing all this, each of the triangles AZ_ I, 
i= l,... ,4 is transformed to a triangle which hasp,!“) as a vertex and as op- 
posite side a segment of C. 
After that we go to the next level, and we repeat the procedure described 
above in each of the (disjoint) sets f (A:_ ]), i = 1,. . ,4. In f (AZ_ 1) for ex- 
ample, the role of AZ_ 1 in the construction above is taken over by a triangle of 
the form ,f( Ai _ 2), where A,: _ 2 c int(Az-,). We iterate this process in the 
obvious way until eventually all level-no triangles contained in int(Az are 
transformed into triangles which have pt”) as a vertex and for which the side 
opposite to this vertex is a segment of e. The image of A& under this transfor- 
mation is denoted by Aio. Note that int(Ai”) n int($i) = 0, for z # z’, and that 
(3) ,,(A;J = u(A;~‘)) = d(pj$),‘),t), 
for all z. 
On the event {XM > 0.9) the total area of all level-no triangles in int(AE>‘)) 
with diameter at most L is increased by a factor at most (0.9)-l. Suppose we 
choose a set of these triangles whose union covers more than half of the total 
area covered by level-no triangles with diameter at most L. We call such a set a 
furl set of triangles. The total area of a full set cannot increase by more than a 
factor 1.23, otherwise the total area increases by a factor larger than (0.9)-l. 
Now consider the set F, say, of level-no triangles with diameter at most L and 
which have a vertex x with d(x, e) < f u(A, (‘,‘)). On the event {X, > 0.9) these 
triangles form a full set, the point being that 
X(x E int(Azl’)) 1 d(x,!) 2 ~u(A:>~))) 4 1 
= x(int(At,‘))) 9 < 2.0.9. 
Hence there exists a particular element 0:; of F for which 
x(int(A,ld)) < 1.23. x(int(A,$). 
On the event {g(m) 2 3L}, any triangle T E F satisfies ZJ( T) < f v(A$,‘)). 
Hence on {g(m) > 3L) n {X, > 0.9) we have 
?t(A,“d) 5 1.23 . v(A,zol) 
5 1.23. +(A~“‘) 
= 0.82. u(A,$‘,‘)), 
contradicting (3). q 
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